Senior Project Leader Standard Cells and Timing
Signoff (f/m/div)*
Job description
We are offering a position in our team for standard cell development and timing signoff
(TSO). Your task will be the preparation and control of standard cell library as well as
special library deliveries for Infineon products. Standard Cells are the main building
blocks to create digital and computing chips and are used in a wide variety of Infineon
products. Therefore, you will be in touch with standard cell libraries across a variety of
state-of-the-art processes, but also for the latest ones. Furthermore, you will
participate within the further development of methods and improvements of the
standard cell delivery process. The PJM Career is meant to provide an attractive career
opportunity for employees who focus on managing projects and functional leadership
of project team members.
In your new role you will:
Act as work package owner for standard cells and timing signoff within the
Infineon design systems
Align content and dates for deliveries from standard cells and timing signof f with
design system managers
Support important milestones based on the deliveries in your area of
responsibility
Align, plan and schedule deliveries of standard cell libraries and TSO deliveries
with the team
Check deliveries as well as communicate and create necessary reports
Act as project manager for methodology development projects for standard cell
and TSO team as well as surrounding groups

Profile
You are enthusiastic about teaming up with your international colleagues to provide
leading-edge chip methodology and always find the best solutions to be applied to our
products. Thereof you keep the customer informed appropriately, transparently, and
regularly as well as you weigh up opportunities and risks carefully.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A technical degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Physics or a
similar qualification
At least 3-5 work experience in technical topics, e.g. chip design or experience as
a project leader in project management or workpackage ownership
Basic knowledge in AGILE project management

At a glance
Location:

Munich (Germany)

Job ID:

319749

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

319749

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Mona Straßmair
Talent Attraction Manager

Basic knowledge in AGILE project management
Excellent communication skills and being able to cope with a volatile
environment and capability to structure conflicting requests from different
stakeholders
F luent English and German skills – written and spoken

